Secure Video Hosting
Take Back Control of your Videos
The transition from Flash to HTML5 hosting has brought significant changes to the way video is
hosted and delivered – a lot of control and security has been lost. Standard HTML5 video hosting
relies on the browser to decompress and present video and opens it up for any viewer to directly
access. The Clipstream platform gives you back full control of how your videos are transmitted
and presented to the user.
We provide this unprecedented level of control and security by decompressing a proprietary video
format in JavaScript. Conventional technology relies on standard formats that are easily reused by
thieves. Beyond giving you complete control - it also provides valuable security controls, including
client specific dynamic watermarking and domain locking.

Standard HTML5
Blocks direct access to download high
resolution source files by viewers
Global network of streaming servers
delivering only segmented video to viewers
Proprietary format that cannot be easily reused
Full control over decompression and playback

Play Everywhere
Using industry standard JavaScript and
HTML to implement our unique video delivery
approach, Clipstream videos play everywhere you
need them too. Always without requiring any additional plugins or configuration by the viewer.

Advanced Security Features
Watermarking
Overlay video with dynamic, viewer specific
watermarks. Other watermarking solutions are
often static and generic to all users.The Clipstream
platform provides dynamic viewer specific
watermarks to ensure you can trace content back to
the leak.
Domain Locking

Domain Locking and Secure Embedding
Ensure clips can only be embedded and played

This Content is locked and cannot be played outside of its original host.
Please contact the content owner.

on domains you specify. Embed videos securely
with HTTP enabled embed codes

Ok

Robust Viewer Experience Controls
Advanced features allow you to provide an
excellent, secure, and controlled viewer experience.
Prevent looping and limit the number of views per
viewer, disable playback controls preventing
pausing and skipping, or require a strong password
to begin viewing.

End-to-end platform
A robust end-to-end platform - Clipstream provides the broad feature set you need to enable
secure video hosting. Simple drag-and-drop uploading along with powerful cloud encoding make
setting up a new video simple for all users. Powerful server and player APIs give unlimited flexibility in integrating the platform to your workflow. Automate the uploading and hosting of your video
library - or accept uploads from your users.
• Drag and drop uploading and encoding

• Customizable start and end images

• Easy to manage video catalog

• Detailed reporting with geographic details on viewers

• Server and Player APIs

• Trusted support via email, online chat, and phone

